TRICK THROWING
Ten trick throws must be accomplished within  attempts.
The thrower may stand anywhere behind the two meter mark but can
only throw at one target which must be chosen beforehand.
Only three knives may be carried at any given time.
Points are given based on how many attempts it took to complete the
trick. Five &'( points for first attempt. Three &( points for second
attempt and One &)( point for third attempt. The thrower with the
most number of points wins. In case of tie, a throw off is performed
by with three random tricks chosen by rolling a pair of dice. Everyone
involved in the tie must perform the same tricks with the exception of
Rolling an )) or )- which constitutes .player.s choice. of trick.
Tricks must be completed in the following order/
). One knife under the leg
-. Behind the back while standing perpendicular to target
. Back facing the target and over the opposite shoulder
1. Two knives thrown simultaneously from the same hand
'. One knife in each hand thrown overhand simultaneously
2. One knife in each hand thrown underhand simultaneously
3. Offhand &left hand throw for right handed throwers, and vice versa(
throw with second knife placed on top of foot. Pop up the second
knife to off hand and throw.
4. Gun spinner/ Spin knife in throwing hand then throw behind the back
and catch with same hand then throw knife.
6.  x  x / Throw three knives from three distances &' meters, 1
meters and  meters( while walking towards the target in under three
seconds without pausing.
)0. Triple H/ Underhand throw with offhand, overhand throw with
dominant &regular throwing( hand and cross draw throw with third
knife held in teeth, lips or in a sheath on opposing hip.
For video instructions on how to perform these tricks, please refer
to Tribal Advantage.s channel on you tube and search for the two part
trick throw instructional videos.

